	
  

READY TO CHANGE THE WORLD?
Enter the Resolution Social Venture Challenge and begin today!
	
  

Resolution Fellowships
The Resolution Social Venture Challenge is a pathway to action for undergraduate social
entrepreneurs. The Challenge allows attendees at host conferences to build teams and submit
plans for ventures that will make a positive impact today.
Resolution will provide Fellowships to select socially-responsible young leaders. Resolution
Fellowships include a full ecosystem of support for aspiring young social entrepreneurs:
•

Seed funding – a grant to kick start the social venture

•

Strong advisory support – each Fellow team is assigned a pair of Guides,
providing dynamic, hands-on mentorship ranging from social venture advice to
personal and professional development

•

Access to resources – a diverse array of trainings, materials, and professional
services are available to help Fellows navigate the challenges of social
entrepreneurship

•

Community –access to Resolution’s network of advisors, socially-responsible
supporters, and an action-oriented peer group

Resolution Fellows are working on all 6 inhabited continents in diverse, high-impact fields such
as water, food, sustainable development, education, energy and the environment, health and
wellness, equality and empowerment, and humanitarian aid.
Who are our Fellows?
Rima-Maria Rahal, Zlatko Tadic, and Shubei Wang, who are working to improve oral
hygiene in the Ukraine and Ecuador with peer educational videos
and delivery of dental supplies.
Fellows Zlatko & Rima-Maria modeling the oral hygiene
products they distribute to underprivileged youth.

Vanessa Picker and Leah Costanzo, who are working to provide access to sporting
equipment and coaching for indigenous youth in Australia – creating opportunities for them to
build confidence, have fun, and be active.
Nick Fiore and Alex Merkovic-Orenstein, who created a sustainable Internet café in rural
Rwanda to provide free IT training on technological applications to the community.
Lidan Zhang and Shangsi Zhou who are working on
Care for the Disabled Children from ABC, a social venture in
China encouraging interactions between elementary
students with and without disabilities.
Fellows Lidan & Shangsi with their team and elementary
students they are facilitating interactions between.
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How does it work?
Global Partnerships: We form close partnerships with youth conferences that serve broad
communities of university students.
Resolution Social Venture Challenges: We invite you, the young leaders attending these
host conferences, to propose impactful, socially-responsible projects (“Ventures”) in a multistage competition known as the Resolution Social Venture Challenge (“SVC”):
•

Venture proposal: Teams will sign-up and complete a multi-step proposal outlining
the Venture implementation and sustainability. Resolution will review eligible
submission and invite semifinalists (often everyone who complete a proposal) to
participate in-person at the conference.

•

SVC Forum: At the conference, semifinalists will showcase their proposals. They will
explain their Venture to conference attendees and judges in an informal, science fairlike setting.

•

SVC Finals: Forum judges will select teams to invite to present their Venture to a
panel of judges. Presentations will be followed by question and answer sessions.

What is a social venture?
A social venture is innovative and
addresses a real social problem. It can be
either for-profit or not-for-profit, but must
generate measurable social benefits.

Who can compete in an SVC?
Any undergraduate student attending a host
conference in-person can submit a venture
proposal to compete in an SVC. Venture
ideas cannot have received prior funding.

What is The Resolution Project?
The Resolution Project is a global 501(c)3 non-profit fostering leadership development through
collaborative social entrepreneurship.
Our Vision: a generation of leaders with a lifelong commitment to social responsibility.
Our Mission: to develop socially-responsible young leaders and empower them to make an
impact today.
Our Resolution: a unique pathway to action for aspiring young social entrepreneurs, growing
a global community of socially-responsible leaders.
Learn More and Stay Connected!
Check out our website: www.resolutionproject.org
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/resolutionproject
Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/resolutionproj

